Oxygen Generation
containerised solutions onsite

As Sterner approaches its 20th year in the UK and Ireland market
place the industry desire for solutions to meet our customers
challenges continues to grow.
This has been demonstrated only recently by the increase in
demand for oxygen generation solutions for both freshwater
and seawater applications, this technology has been adopted by
Sterner through its association with Airsep corporation since the
late 90,s with some of the original systems still offering critical life
support for juvenile stocks.

Water Quality and Aquaculture Solutions

At Sterner we can
package any of our
Standard Airsep oxygen
generators with a multitude of
options to provide a turnkey
solution for your oxygen needs.
We also have pre-configured containerised
systems, which are designed to match the
most common applications. Typical package
systems consist of a Standard Airsep oxygen
generator matched with a dedicted Kaeser
air compressor. We also provide the option
to integrate your containerised oxygen plant into
an existing OxyGuard Commander Pacific system on site.
Through collaborations with valued customers this has expanded to
seawater with turnkey oxygen generation and distribution systems
delivering highly saturated O2 into sea pens for both life support and
also improved production.
These systems vary in capacity and method of distribution dependant
on site conditions and biomass and can be deployed as a containerised
plug and play solution.
The current climate has also seen our containerised O2 systems
deployed for back up to liquid supply for both traditional flow through
and large RAS set ups to ensure continuity and peace of mind.
Sterner will undertake design, build and deployment for our oxygen
generation packages all backed up with a service plan tailored to your
individual needs.
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